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ABSTRACT

In this demonstrator we show how an algorithm developed for human-agent coordination can be used to coordinate human actors on the ground and unmanned aerial vehicles in a rescue mission. A video can be found here: http://goo.gl/QLQD7q.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In this demonstrator, we present the application of a human-agent coordination algorithm presented in [3]. The domain considered is a hostage rescue situation in a dynamic and partially known environment. In such situations, operatives on the ground work in collaboration with tactical commanders at a base to formulate a rescue mission plan. This involves a number of key steps:

(1) Situational awareness: typically data from previous missions, satellite imagery, and live camera feeds from unmanned aerial vehicles can be used to gather such information. This process results in a map of where the threats might be, which might be the safest routes, where the hostage might be located, and whether the mission is feasible in the time allocated. This step also helps specify what information is missing and what course of action might be taken to gather this missing information.

(2) Mission Planning: once all the information about the environment has been gathered, the planning process involves creating a path for each of the human and autonomous assets (on the ground or in the air) for them to gather information and rescue the hostage.

(3) Mission Execution: Given the initial plan, both human and autonomous actors undertake their tasks and continuously share what they see on the ground (e.g., camera feeds from UAVs or audio from human actors) in order to maintain situational awareness at all times. The mission is coordinated by tactical commanders at a base who both control the UAVs and orientate the operatives on the ground.

(4) A Slam-based UAV navigation system for GPS denied environments.

This high tempo situation typically gets very complex very quickly as new threats are detected, equipment is damaged by threats, or operatives are injured or tire out. Crucially, the confusion created by such a dynamic situation can lead to poor judgement and the failure of the mission. Given this, it is not only important to develop algorithms to support tactical decision making but also interaction mechanisms that ensure that the commanders and operatives are not burdened by the need to control unmanned vehicles at all times, and hence devote their attention to mission planning, quick reaction to threats, and the most effective execution of the mission.

Against this background, in this project (funded by DSTL), we developed a multi-UAV coordination system building upon [2] and successfully tested the system out in the field in a simulated hostage situation. The system involves the implementation of:

(1) Interfaces for tactical planners to manage a mission and an interface for operatives on the ground to receive instructions in real-time and communicate back to base.

(2) A scalable back-end framework that is able to cope with the addition of both human and UAV assets and manage the communication of messages among them. The platform is able to accommodate heterogeneous UAVs and human actors with different capabilities and communication devices.

(3) A human-UAV coordination algorithm based on [3] that can be used (via the interfaces specified) to generate coordinated paths for both human and unmanned assets.

(4) A Slam-based UAV navigation system for GPS denied environments.

The system is evaluated in the real world in a scenario involving two DJI phantom III UAVs and a custom-built UAV for GPS-denied environments. The mission was executed within dedicated University facilities (with flight permissions) and the tactical command was set up using a specially engineered vehicle with communication capabilities. The system was evaluated by experts from a defence company and successfully achieved the key objectives of the project.

2 HUMAN-UAV COORDINATION MODEL

Here we describe the problem of coordinating humans and UAVs in a dynamic and uncertain environment using a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP). We assume that the soldiers and UAVs know their current locations using GPS. Hence the states of the operatives and UAVs are fully observable to a planner agent. However, the state of the environment is hidden to the agent and
Demonstration with soldiers or with UAVs. Thus we augmented the basic app provided by the SDK to listen to messages (after first registering with it). The app then listens to messages from MQ: this is initialised on a server to pass messages from MQ and act on them. This provided an easy way of formulating a plan and sending it to the soldier and the UAVs. As received from the real-time positioning information as well as a grid-based definition of the state of the world. Hence, for the demonstrator, we fixed the domain where the algorithm was to be deployed and simulated obstacles (i.e., buildings) by marking parts of the grid as unpassable by the soldiers. Moreover, we simulated threats (that could harm soldiers and UAVs) that are detected by the UAVs. These were provided as sensed inputs (as if coming from the UAVs) to the planner agent in order to regenerate a workable plan.

4 HUMAN-UAV INTERACTION

A key part of the demo involved showing how the both software agents and robotic agents can be made to work in partnership with the soldiers and tactical commanders. Hence, the interaction between them was engineered to maximise understanding between human and machine-based actors.

Plans computer by the planner agent were displayed on a screen in terms of suggested paths for each actor, along with the ability to modify such paths. This builds upon prior the interface designed in [1, 2]. Furthermore, once approved by the tactical commander, the paths were passed on to the soldier app through which the soldier confirmed that she was going to enact the plan.

As expected, using only the apps to coordinate soldiers did not work very well and detracts from the main goal of the system to reduce the need for humans to waste time communicating instructions or checking the plan. Hence, we provided both soldiers on the ground and tactical commanders with walkie talkies. This allowed them to quickly confirm plans they could see on the apps and react quickly to changes that came through.

Finally, we also provided the ability to the tactical commanders to take over the the control of individual UAVs by providing controls on the apps to do so. This was particularly important to manage the indoor UAV we describe next.

5 INDOOR NAVIGATION UAV DESIGN

The custom built, 6.5 inch (propeller size) small quadrotor UAV was developed for autonomous operation without complete dependency on the GNSS services. It allows the UAV to maintain full capabilities in GPS/GNSS - denied environments, such as indoor spaces or situations when GNSS service failed.

The UAV is equipped with Pixracer autopilot running px4 flight stack. In addition to the native inertial sensors on the Pixracer autopilot, it receives redundant localisation measurements from three positional sensors to realise accurate and robust manoeuvring.

The additional onboard sensors include: one GNSS global positioning system measuring the geo-referenced location; one PX4flow downward facing smart camera measuring the horizontal velocity with respect to the vehicle body, and one forward-facing Intel Euclid Simultaneous Localisation And Mapping (SLAM) local positioning sensor measuring relative position and orientation of the vehicle. Additionally, the Intel Euclid provides depth sensing for obstacle detection and depth map building, which provides the information for potential ability for obstacle avoidance.

The Pixracer receives command and update flight status through onboard radio telemetry, while a ground station computer coordinates between the command/status to/from the radio telemetry and main server computer. The ground station computer communicate with the main server computer through a WIFI router. In addition, this small quadrotor also carries an onboard thermal camera for heat maps or human detection.
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